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Many women donâ€™t always find solace in their relationship with Christ because they donâ€™t see

how his life, death, and resurrection connect with daily pressures and frustrations.Â Comforts from

the Cross provides bite-sized readings to remind women of their place in Christ and of his love in

the midst of their busy lives. Elyse Fitzpatrick shows how gospel truths such as justification,

sanctification, and redemption can refresh womenâ€™s souls every day. These five-minute

celebrations of the gospel relieve readers of legalistic condemnation and empower them for joyful

obedience.Great for gift-giving or personal encouragement, Fitzpatrickâ€™s book will help busy

women grasp the comforts of the gospel message. Now redesigned. Â 
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My husband bought me Comforts from the Cross because he wanted me to remember who I am in

Christ and to "preach myself the Gospel" every day. I have been encouraged, convicted, and

challenged reading through this book each day.It was especially timely after participating in a Bible

study on Galatians this spring. I am continuing to learn what it looks like to live as a child of God and

not a slave to the law.The devotionals are about 3 pages per day, one for each day that take about

15 minutes to read. It has really helped me as a busy mom of 2 toddlers to have a regular time with

Jesus every day. I recommend it especially for the women out there who feel like they have no time

to sit with God.



A group of individuals at church were all talking about this book called Comforts from the Cross.

They kept telling me that I had to read the book because it helped put Jesus Christ as the central

focus of their lives. I have to say that I found the book to be full of gospel truth, as well as full of

encouragement, conviction and a challenge each day.The book is written as a daily devotional and

designed to be read each day over the course of the month. Each devotional is about 4 pages long.

What I found beneficial was how Elyse Fitzpatrick shared scripture each day and challenges the

reader to "fix our eyes on Jesus" (Heb 12:2). Each day Elyse focuses on the scriptures and implores

the reader to grab hold of the gospel. Throughout the book you see her passion for the Gospel to be

a guiding truth of a believer's life. Each devotional ends appropriately with a prayer. I found this to

be one of the great assets to the book because it takes the reader to the next level where they can

confess what they just learned as well as ask for help to carry out the truth for the day. Every

devotional feels like Elyse Fitzpatrick is speaking specifically to the reader each day.Comforts from

the Cross does a great job at centering the readers thoughts and actions around Jesus. The whole

premise of the book is to "proclaim the gospel to yourself today and everyday" (page 17). Comforts

from the Cross has a word for you if you are struggling with sin or need a fresh encounter with God.

It speaks gospel truth over and over again. This is a life altering book because at its core it's focus is

the fresh hope of the Savior Jesus Christ.Comforts from the Cross is a great book because it directs

the reader back to the truth of Jesus. It encourages the reader to be transformed by the gospel with

each day. I recommend this book to anyone who wants to center their lives on Jesus and would

encourage this book to be reread on a regular basis.

I have to admit that I am sort of a skeptic when it comes to books. I have grown immensely in my

walk with the Lord in the past two years, and have no time for any more Christian "self-help" books,

as I wasted years reading them and trying to "fix" myself. However, after I saw Elyse's work

recommended by authors and pastors that I respect, I thought I would give this book a try. This has

literally been one of the best purchases I have ever made. As I read each devotional daily I am

convicted, comforted, but most of all challenged to take my eyes off of myself and onto my precious

Savior. This book is so packed full of gospel truth, you literally have no choice but to "preach it to

yourself" daily as you read. Thank you, Elyse, for writing a book that is so Jesus honoring and

Gospel centered.

As much as my greatest desire is to be my own god and save myself, Elyse skillfully directs me

back to the only real Savior and comfort, the Lord Jesus Christ.Our only real hope every morning is



His passionate expression of love to me emanating from Calvary. Her wonderful insights reminded

me morning after morning that I am really not who I think I am. I am really nothing but what I am in

Him. It is cathartic to embrace that truth and rest in His work.My surprise was that I seemed to

emerge from the "cave of forgetfulness" every morning and needed to be jolted into reality once

again by the wonderful truth contained in the pages of Comforts from the Cross. Bravo Elyse

Fitzpatrick

This is one of the best devotionals, if not the best, that I've worked through. I so love how Ms

Fitzpatrick draws the state of our hearts with all its muck and helps us let it go by guiding us with

practical teaching to the heart of Jesus.This is a 31-day devotional meant to be read over the

course of a month. I've now read it twice and plan to start it again in May. Each devotional is three

to four pages in length so is meatier than the typical one page per day of most other devotionals I've

read. She starts with a verse of Scripture that provides the context for her lesson. Many days, not

all, conclude with a powerful prayer that enables you to walk away having handed over the contents

of your heart to the Lord.There are so many excellent lessons but Day 29 on prayer is worth the

purchase price alone. I found I was highlighting much of the ebook and making notes in my journal.

Ms Fitzpatrick brought new life to verses that I've read hundreds of times. For example, the vine,

branches and abiding of John 15:4-5 she encourages us to consider that it's not about what we

should do rather simply to receive the goodness and godliness that comes from intimacy with

Jesus.(Day 20)The essence of each devotional is to bring us back to Jesus, to see His great love

for us, and to enable us to keep looking at Him throughout the day. Focusing on His attributes, what

He's done rather than what we do, and allowing ourselves to receive all that He's done.I can't

recommend this enough and is just as valuable for men as women which I believe was Ms

Fitzpatrick's intended audience.
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